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1 Sessions are not balanced about cats and dogs. Most of the topics are focused only on
DOGS. Please balance it!

Thanks for your feedback, Omer. The first session is about both dogs and cats (in some
of our field programs we cover close to a 50-50 ra�o). Hope this helps!

Alexandra
Rothlisberger

Hi Omer. Nearly all these presenta�ons are the result of a compe��ve submi�ed
abstract process (only a few are invited). So we are also limited by what is submi�ed.
We would welcome more cat presenta�ons and did was we could to reach a more
equitable species ra�o. But we have to reflect the field and what was submi�ed.
There were 2 cat specifc presenta�ons yesterday - please check the conference
webpage if you want to watch them

Elly Hiby

2 How do you teach children about animal sen�ence You start from their perspec�ve - and ask them to interpret what they think animals
need. You focus on the 5 domains and animal outcomes. Learning at this stage is
necessarily anthropomorphic, but that's OK.

Ruth De Vere

3 Does spaying/neutering violate the need for cats and dogs to perform their natural
behavior (like ma�ng)? Are we against their welfare if we sterilize them?

Preven�ng highly mo�vated natural behaviours can lead to poor welfare. But
sterilisa�on removes the mo�va�on for breeding, so animals are not le� frustrated by
not being able to engage in breeding. Hence no welfare concern to sterilisa�on, if done
well - i.e. pain relief, asep�c technique, post-op care.

Elly Hiby

4 Thanks Alexandra for the presenta�on. is the study of Ovalle, Chile available? Hi, happy to share it with you. Please email me Alexandra
Rothlisberger

5 How do you measure improved system equality? By making sure that communi�es that suffer from inequality have access to veterinary
care to their animals. This helps ensure their animals are healthy, but also helps
improve and protect the health of people that coexist with dogs and cats.

Alexandra
Rothlisberger

6 Thank you alex for the presenta�on. please do you operate in Africa?  I wish to
collabirate with your organiza�on to work in Ghana

We're currently launching our first program in South Africa. Stay tunned! And please
feel free to visit our website to find addi�onal resources that may help you with your
program

Alexandra
Rothlisberger

7 What is the es�mated financial cost of community engagement? Community engagement can be very effec�ve, even when done by one individual only.
As long as that individual knows about animals welfare, has the correct informa�on and
the ability to communite that informa�on well to animal guardians, the community will
start to respond to you and your program. Make sure that person you chose to do
community engagement is not only very knowledgeable on dog/cat health care needs,
but also be charisma�c, a good communicator, and non-judgemental.

Alexandra
Rothlisberger

8 Some communi�es see spay/neuter as being against the animal welfare as the animals
will not be able to express their natural behaviour to reproduce. Also, removal of the
ovaries in young females affect their growth as the hormones from the ovaries are very
important for the animal to mature.

what is the possibility of performing spays while maintaiing the ovaries but removal of
the ovaries?

Hi, there is some evidence that removing the ovaries from young animals does have
some physiological effect on things like closure of bone growth plates, and work is
ongoing to understand more of that, especially breed related differences -such as in
lareg breed dogs.  Carrying out the removal of the uterus and cervix but leaving the
ovaries behind can be a more complex surgical procedure and you s�ll have the
challenge of the animals being mo�vated to perform breeding behaviours which,
although some owners may prefer that, may have a more nega�ve impact on the wider
public, eg if free roaming male dogs are chasing females.  It is a balance - including
between wan�ng to "preserve" individual dog or cat "natural" behaviours and reducing
or removing behaviours that then may lead to people impac�ng nega�vely on dogs and
cats.

Karen Reed
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9 Thanks for a great ques�on Nathalie. ICAM is focused on resource limited communi�es,
so this is not an issue we have discussed within the coali�on. However, some of ICAM's
members may have looked at this more closely - some member representa�ves are
here today - perhaps share this ques�on in the chat so that all a�endees can reply?

Elly Hiby

I don't have the answer Nathalie but from Dogs Trust in the UK perspec�ve, the cost of
livng crisis affetcing pet owners ability to care for their pets (vet care costs but also the
cost of food and dog care such as dog walkers) is something that we very concerned
about and do lobby government (eg to reduce VAT on pet food) and do con�nue to
keep communica�ons open with the vet profession on the op�ons to provide quality
affordable care.  It is an ongoing disucssion in many vet fora also.

Karen Reed

10 How do you reverse social norm when the social norm is to neglect/harm animals? HSI's experience is that by approaching a community with veterinary services and with
community engagement, you begin to no�ce a change in animal welfare and human
behavior. For this change to happen, you do need to commit to work in the community
for 3-5 years.

Alexandra
Rothlisberger

11 How do you reverse social norm when the social norm is to neglect/harm animals? There are two strands here: the first is the long term genera�onal change which starts
with educa�ng children about the 5 domains and animal needs. This provides (in the
very long term) a different ethical framework which their system 1 will rely on as it
searches for decisions as they grow into adulthood.  But we can't wait for that if
animals are suffering now, so we need to speak to representa�ves of the group to find
out about the behaviour (not necessarily the a�tude - we're not looking to change
hearts and minds staright away). Then we apply tac�cs to encourage a different ac�on.
The more those ac�ons take place, the more you can begin to share stories and
eventually describe it as a shi� in societal behaviour. Even if the behaviour is carried
out by a minority, but you have seen a  significant posi�ve shi� over a period of �me,
you can s�ll promote this social shi� and that in efect is social norming.

Ruth De Vere

12 Is this the basics for neuromarke�ng? Thanks for your ques�on. The principles are very closely related yes. Neuromarke�ng is
predominantly used by large corpora�ons and retailers (that can afford the research),
and the findings are usually applied to effec�ve adver�sing or product placement
(choice architecture).

Ruth De Vere

13 Can culltures affect behaviours changing? Thanks for your ques�on. Cultures will undoubtedly affect the behaviours you witness,
and what consitutes behavioural 'norms'. But we're all human and the same principles
to changing behaviour apply to all of us.  We need to understand the audience, their
perspec�ves, what they perceive the barriers to be, and then get to work removing the
barriers. Some�mes it's knowledge, but o�en it isn't.

Ruth De Vere

14 System two thinking is being seriously compromised by social media Interes�ng statement and something I will ponder - I wonder if it is infact system 1 that
is the biggest vic�m precisely because of the social norming effect of social media, and
the illusion of choice that the algor�hms provide you with, reducing your ability to
access unbiased informa�on.

Ruth De Vere

To all speakers:
Are you aware that in most Western European countries veterinary care has become
only for the richer people among us? The real rich people. Veterinary clinics are bought
by Swedish companies (Evidensia, Anicura, CVS) with shareholders. Simple procedures
cost a fortune now. Many dogs and cats in the Netherlands have huge dental problems
and pyometra’s etcetera. Animals and people suffer immensely because veterinary care
is too expensive for most people who love their pets, not only the poor people living on
benefits. People postpone euthanasia of their animals because they can’t afford it.
Animals are being surrendered to shelters or dumped because the owners can’t afford
the veterinary care anymore. Insurance is only for the young animals, not for the older
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15 Some�mes the NGOs wan�ng to point out only the bad management in the very old
past-past-past by previous governmentS who have a much bigger audience than a new
government doing their best trying to implement good DPM according to sugges�ons
given by ICAM and WOAH and does not have the same big audience is frustra�ng. do
you have any sugges�ons Ruth?

This is a broad query and I'm not sure I am certain of the specific ques�on. Are you
asking how to change the behaviour of the NGOs cri�cising the government? If that's
what you're asking - collabora�on (or at least giving each side a pla�orm to be heard) is
always the answer. Speaking to both sides (and le�ng them hear from each other), and
poten�ally working towards joint campaigns or press releases might be a first step.
These problems are so complex that none of them can be solved by a govenment or an
NGO in isola�on, so coali�ons and collabora�on can build understanding and
eventually trust, and also allow tasks to be shared amongst those most able to deliver.
Trust is usually lacking at the early stages of such rela�onship building, so media�on
and respect is needed.
It's also true that government officials and policy makers are people too, so the same
principles apply. If the NGO can define the behaviours they want to see in their
policymakers (not the a�tudes, remember, the actual ac�ons), then they need to
engage with them to explore the barriers to implementa�on.  We all get defensive
when we're cri�cised and it is the least effec�ve mechanism for behaviour change.
These principles apply to advocacy campaigning in all it's forms.

Ruth De Vere

16 "70% steriliza�on is not sufficient"
which percentage is be�er?
please recommend % females VS males

By domes�ca�ng community dogs / fostering collec�ve adop�on, 100% is a realis�c
target and has been achieved in several areas where the Stray Buddy program has
ac�ve groups. Inflow is merely from abandoned pets and dogs on adjacent roads/areas
coming in. If females are only sterilised and males not, we see an unhealthy disbalance
in the popula�on that s�rs up agita�on between dogs and hence reconfirms the
"nuisance/menace" image of dogs. The males become restless, especially in heat
seasons with dog fights occuring more o�en. They tend to calm down a�er neutering,
which is helpful in scenarios where residents are fearful or dislike dogs. Also, one male
can impregnate many females, so it is also effec�ve to neuter males (and less invasive).

Annelieke
Laninga
(Anna)

17 The Stray Buddy Program seems to think of the issue of stray dogs from the point of
view of humans and not the dog. How do you address the issue of dog deaths and
injuries from accidents with vehicles? In rural areas it is less of a problem but in ci�es
where there are lots of vehicles, it is almost impossible to avoid dogs being hit by cars,
trucks etc. What do you think the solu�on is?

Hi Julie, we try to avoid being labeled as being "animal ac�vists" because that would
place us out of dialogue with RWAs, who are primarily responsible or resident welfare.
Hence the emphasis on how humane community dog management can benefit
humans. About 80-90% of the group members are however caregivers/feeders (and
ac�vists), who collec�vely coordinate rescue and medical care. All Creatures Great and
Small has a sanctuary with about 800 animals and a fully equiped hospital and medical
team. Virtual info sessions to capacitate caregivers to give first aid to dogs are
organised with a professional vet. We also make use of other NGO facili�es and private
vets who provide medical care against a reduced cost. The program is self-financed and
expenses are generally shared through a ki�y-model. But indeed, be�er care could be
given if we had a mobile van with a catching/medical team, which is on my wish-list.
Sadly there are s�ll dogs who fall between the cracks right now...

Annelieke
Laninga
(Anna)
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18 Hey Ruth. Thanks for responding to my comment on social media and impact on system
2 thinking! It probably impacts both! I’m a psychodynamic psychotherapist and animal
lover/ac�vist. I think that concentra�on and processing is impacted by social media due
to the immediacy of  the thing in itself. It, social media, is very demanding and
encourages a fast response at the expense of really thinking things through, which
takes �me and considera�on

I completely agree. It's also pre�y vola�le because the algorithms are designed to take
advantage of these principles - that these big corpora�ons understand so well.  They
know how, with every click and choice made by us, we get further and further into echo
chambers, and rabbit holes, and we're oblivious to the curated nature of what we're
seeing. Theorefore we fall for the myth  that everyone else agrees with us. We've never
seen a more polarised society than we see now, thanks to the power of social media
and big data! but I digress!!

Ruth De Vere

19 Thank you again for an amazing presenta�on Ruth. I was wondering if you have an
example of the methods described in your presenta�on on a specific goal, namely
discouriging abbandonment. Would you further divide this problem into smaller ones,
or is it possible to use a method such as NUDGE on the broad problem? I mean like a
short list of methods to affect this problem.

Thanks for your kind comment, I'm glad you enjoyed it.  I would absolutely break it
down into smaller issues - and certainly different 'perpetrators'. You may not know this
level of detail yet, so the first task is to speak to people (anonymously if necessary) to
find the drivers of abandonement, and those most at risk of abandoning.  From that
you determine how best to communicate with each audience type, and where to reach
them.  A nudge is only helpful if you can pinpoint when decisions are being made for
example, some people might do a google search on 'what to do when I can't afford to
keep my dog', so a nudge would be a paid for Google ad that intervenes and
encourages people to check out yoyr resources for help and preventa�ve routes.
Another example of a nudge was men�oned in Silja's presenta�on yesterday where
there is a huge poster at the harbour on Aegina reminding people that abandoning is
illegal. This issue is complex so is likely to need a mix of tac�cs, not just nudges.

Ruth De Vere

20 Very interes�ng presenta�on. congratulate to both p
resenter.It would be helpful if we get a strategy around human behaviour change that
you have. May I know how we access this strategy.

Thanks for your ques�on.  Each human behaviour change strategy would be unique to
each audience, so there is no generic strategy I could point you to. However, check out
the references at the end of my presenta�on for some resources that can really help
you on your journey. The first task is to iden�fy the bahaviour you want to see, then
speak to the people ac�ng in that way to find out what they're thinking, when and why
they're doing it and why they don't do the ac�on you'd like them to.  Then you review
the guides to behaviour change tac�cs referenced at the end of my presenta�on, and
give it a go.

Ruth De Vere

21 '@Ruth if an NGO is to start a school educa�on program to teach children how to care,
respect and be safe around dogs, which age group should we start the program with
(unfortunately we don't have funds or resources to teach all grades, so we will have to
run a small pilot program)

Thanks for your ques�on. You have to be really sure that educa�ng children is the best
use of your resources.  It's really important in order to change the ethical frameworks
relied on by system 1, so by all means go ahead, but if you have a behaviour you need
to change now and limited resources, focus your energies on that audience. Also, if you
are building an educa�on programme for children, make sure it is focused on a specific
behaviour young people usually carry out, that you'd like to change. (e.g. behave
cruelly, abandon, frequently get bi�en) and then build your educa�on programme
around those specific (and measurable) goals. Take it from me - an educa�on
programme that seeks to generally teach care and compassion is impossible to
measure and is rarely invested in for long enough to result in measurable change. If you
are focusing on safety around dogs, then I'm guessing you have bites, so aim the
programme at the age range (or just before the age bracket) most at risk of being
bi�en.

Ruth De Vere
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22 Hey Ruth. I don’t think it’s a digression! I am working very closely with animal rights
advocates in a country that has launched a propaganda a�ack on the dogs of the
streets to jus�fy a very violent cull.This a�ack takes place in many forms including main
steam and social media.

That's an extraordinary challenge, and I would assume that the instant reac�on would
be to educate and to explain why the propaganda is unjus�fied and explain why the
street dogs are deserving of care....but it's a fight for system 1's a�en�on, not
persuasion in system 2.

Ruth De Vere


